Starting from the T -Q equation of an open integrable spin-1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain with nondiagonal boundary terms, we derive a nonlinear integral equation (NLIE) of the sine-Gordon model on a finite interval. We compute the boundary energy and the Casimir energy for the sine-Gordon model with both left and right boundaries. A relation between the boundary parameters of the continuum model and the lattice model is given. We also present numerical results for the effective central charge of an open spin-1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain which find agreement with our analytical result for the central charge of the sine-Gordon model in the ultraviolet (UV) limit. 
Introduction
Due to applications in statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics, spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain and sine-Gordon models with two boundaries have been subjected to intensive studies over the years [1] - [20] . Works on these topics have covered mainly diagonal and up to certain extent, nondiagonal boundary interactions. Proposal of Bethe ansatz solutions for the XXZ quantum spin chain with nondiagonal boundary terms [17, 18] have made it possible to study these models further [19, 20] . One such study is the investigation of the finite-size effects in sine-Gordon models using the nonlinear integral equation (NLIE) approach [21, 22] . Also refer to [9, 23] for further work on the subject.
Motivated by previous works on the subject, we use a recently proposed solution of an open spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain [24] to compute finite-size effects to the lowest energy state of the sine-Gordon model with two boundaries. In contrast to previous works, our work involves a boundary parameter free of any constraint (describing nondiagonal boundary terms). However, one limitation of this solution is that the bulk anisotropy parameter for the XXZ spin chain assumes special values, namely iµ, where µ = π ν , ν = 3, 5, 7, . . .. In particular, we derive a NLIE for the lowest energy state of the sine-Gordon model on a finite interval and compute the boundary and Casimir energies. Our motivation is two fold: While the lowest energy state for other studied (critical) spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain models is described by a sea of real Bethe roots, the lowest energy state for the spin- 1 2 XXZ chain model considered here is described by a sea of "two-strings", i.e., complex conjugate pairs of Bethe roots, which is rather a characteristic of spin-1 XXZ chain. We thus feel it is worthwhile and interesting to compute finite size corrections for such a spin- 1 2 model. Moreover, such a computation will serve as a useful guide when one considers the corresponding open spin-1 XXZ chain which has been associated with supersymmetric sine-Gordon models [25] - [31] . As pointed out in [31] , due to the sea of "two-strings", familiar method of deriving the NLIE based on Bethe ansatz equations and the counting function [22] does not seem to work. Fortunately, an NLIE can still be derived from the model's T − Q equation. Refer to [32] for more details.
The outline of this article is as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the sine-Gordon model and the Hamiltonian of the open spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain with two boundaries [19, 20] . In section 3, as a warm up exercise, we rederive the NLIE given in [19] for the open spin- 1 2 XXZ/sine-Gordon model where the boundary parameters obey a certain constraint. However, in contrast to the approach [22] used in [19, 20] , we employ a method that utilizes the T − Q equation [32] of the open spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain model. In section 4, we give main results of the paper. We derive an NLIE for the sine-Gordon model again using the T − Q equation for an open spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain with nondiagonal boundary terms, but now one of the boundary parameters free of any constraint [24] . We also derive the boundary energy and Casimir energy for the lowest energy state for this case. Finally, we show that the analytical result derived for the central charge of the sine-Gordon model in the ultraviolet (UV) limit agrees with the numerical results for the central charge of an open spin- 1 2 XXZ spin chain that we obtain by solving the XXZ spin chain model numerically for few finite number of sites N, and extrapolating the results to N → ∞ limit using an algorithm due to Vanden Broeck and Schwartz [33] - [35] . Also see [2] , where such an extrapolation technique was used to study certain properties of statistical mechanical systems. This is followed by a brief discussion of our results and some open problems in section 5.
The sine-Gordon model and open spin-1/XXZ spin chain with two boundaries
In this section, we briefly review the sine-Gordon model (reproduced from [19] ) and the Hamiltonian of the open spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain with two boundaries. The sineGordon model on the finite "spatial" interval x ∈ [x − , x + ] is described by the (Euclidean) action
where the bulk action is given by 2) and the boundary action is given by
As noted in [19, 20] , the action is similar to the one considered by Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov [6] , except for two boundaries instead of one. Moreover, the presence of an additional term depending on the "time" derivative of the field in the boundary action (2.3) is also well noted. As mentioned in [19] , while such a term can be eliminated in the one-boundary case by including a term proportional to ∂ x ∂ y ϕ in (2.2), such a step would simply result in the elimination of only one of the two γ ± parameters (say, γ + ), and in a shift of the other (γ − → γ − − γ + ) in the two-boundary case. The continuum bulk coupling constant β is related to the lattice bulk coupling constant µ by β 2 = 8(π − µ) = 8π(ν − 1)/ν, taking
In subsequent sections that follow, we shall consider the energy of the ground state of this model as a function of the interval length L ≡ x + − x − , for large L. The leading contribution which is of order L and which does not depend on the boundary interactions is well known [36] . The boundary correction of order 1 is also known [11, 12] . In this paper, we shall mainly concentrate on the compution of the Casimir correction of order 1/L, and derive a nonlinear integral equation [21] - [23] for the lowest energy state. The length L and the soliton mass m (whose relation to µ bulk is known [36] ) are given by
respectively. In (2.4), ∆ is the lattice spacing, which in the continuum limit, taken to be ∆ → 0 together with Λ → ∞ and N → ∞ for the inhomogeneity parameter and number of lattice sites respectively. We shall return to this in following sections where the NLIE are derived. Further, as given in [19] , the boundary parameters in the continuum action (µ ± , ϕ ± 0 ) is related to the boundary parameters of the lattice model (α ± , β ± ) (that appears in the Hamiltonian of the open spin-
XXZ quantum spin chain (see (2.7) below)) by
where
The Hamiltonian of the open spin-
XXZ quantum spin chain is given by [5, 6] 
where σ x , σ y , σ z are the usual Pauli matrices, η is the bulk anisotropy parameter, α ± , β ± , θ ± are the boundary parameters, and N is the number of spins.
We remark that (2.5) was derived for the case where the lattice parameters (α ± , β ± , θ ± ) obey the following constraint
where k is an even integer if N is odd, and is an odd integer if N is even. A convenient redefinition of bulk and boundary parameters can also be adopted [19] :
where µ , a ± , b ± , c ± are all real, with 0 < µ < π. With the above redefinitions, the constraint relation (2.8) yields the following pair of real contraints:
In this paper, we shall consider only even N case. We also remark (see [19] for details) that the lattice parameters θ ± are related to the continuum parameters γ ± which appear in (2.3).
We shall see that for the case studied in section 4, (2.5) still holds true.
3 NLIE of the spin-
XXZ/sine-Gordon with constraint nondiagonal boundary terms
In this section, we shall rederive the NLIE for the spin- XXZ/sine-Gordon model (along with the order 1 and order 1/L correction to the energy) with constraint (2.8) among the lattice boundary parameters. In contrast to the familiar approach [22] used in [19] , we utilize instead the model's T − Q equation (describing the transfer-matrix eigenvalues T (u)) and its analyticity properties. We shall follow closely steps utilized in [31] and employ similar notations.
T − Q equation and NLIE
The T − Q equation of the inhomogeneous open spin- 1 2 XXZ chain with general boundary conditions (but with the boundary parameters (α ± , β ± , θ ± ) obeying constraint (2.8)) is given by [18] 
where the bulk anisotropy parameter is η = iµ, and we have redefined the boundary parameters as A ± = 2a ± − 1 , B ± = 2ib ± + 1. Λ is the inhomogeneity parameter which provides a mass scale (see (2.4) ). v k represents the Bethe roots which are also zeros of Q(u). We note here that the Q(u) above differs from that given in [18] by a mere shift of η 2 but otherwise equivalent.
Next, following [31] , we define the auxiliary functions a(u) andā(u) by
3)
The transfer-matrix eigenvalues then simply become
Note that T (u) does not have zeros near the real axis except for one simple zero on real axis at u = 0. The Bethe Ansatz equations can be written as [18] 
We consider the lowest energy state with . We shall only consider "massless regime" (with purely imaginary bulk anisotropy parameter), η = iµ, with 0 < µ < π. The regions in parameter space A ± which yield real Bethe roots for the lowest energy state can be divided in the following way. (See [19] for further details on some numerical results about these parameter regions.)
In addition, due to (2.10), the parameters B ± satisfy
Also as performed in [31] , one can remove the root of T (u) at the origin (as pointed out earlier, T (u) does not have zeros near the real axis except for a simple zero at the origin) by definingŤ
where µ(u) is any function whose only real root is a simple zero at the origin, that is µ(0) = 0 , µ ′ (0) = 0, where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to u. Hence, the new T − Q equation becomeš
Utilizing the analyticity of lnŤ (u) near the real axis, we have the following from Cauchy's theorem, 11) where the contour C is chosen as in Figure 1 , ǫ being small and positive.
-
Figure 1: Integration contour As a result, after using (3.9), (3.11) can thus be written as
Following [31] , we define Fourier transforms along C 2 and C 1 as
respectively, and after exploiting the periodicity
we have the following
Further, defining
we obtain from (3.12)
which leads to the following
Note that the following definitions have been adopted,
Having found (3.18), we proceed to derive the NLIE for the lattice sine-Gordon model. Taking the Fourier transform of a(u) (see (3.3)) along C 2 , one arrives at
Using (3.14), we obtain
Inserting (3.18) into (3.21) yields the required NLIE for the sine-Gordon model in Fourier space,
The second term in (3.24) yields
and we have used the following identities (see also [31] ),
where n is an integer such that 0 < ℜe(α − nπ) < π, and
Further, from (3.10), (3.16) and using the fact thatB ± (u) and φ(u ± iµ 2
) are analytic and nonzero near the real axis (hence changing the contour integral on C 1 into −C 2 ), one arrives at the following result for C(k),
Note that the first term in (3.28) is simply the negative of (3.25). The second term in (3.28) reduces to −2πk. (Refer to our earlier discussion on µ(u)). Using (3.23)-(3.25) and (3.28),
we finally obtain the following for C T (k),
Converting (3.22) to coordinate space and integrating twice, we obtain
and P bdry (u) is given by
where R(u) refers to the Fourier transform ofR(k) which is given below,
The factor iπ (integration constant) in (3.30) is obtained by considering the u → ∞ limit of (3.3) and (3.30). Further, proceeding as in [31] , one obtains the correct factor. We have explicitly checked that this procedure yields the same integration constant for all possible combinations of the boundary parameters, namely all four regions given in (3.6).
Next, taking the continuum limit (Λ → ∞ , N → ∞ , ∆ → 0), the term −i2N tan becomes −i2mL sinh θ after defining the renormalized rapidity θ as
where following definitions have been used,
By making following identifications
where P AN bdry (θ) is labelled as P bdry (θ) in [19] , and defining instead, 38) one arrives at the result found in [19] (see equation (3.26) of the reference), hence confirming that the result (3.35) matches that of Ahn and Nepomechie.
Boundary and Casimir energies
In this section, we compute the boundary correction (order 1) and the Casimir correction (order 1/L). We begin by following the prescription of Reshetikhin and Saleur [37] (see also [31] ), according to which the energy for the inhomogeneous case (Λ = 0) is given by
where g is given by
Using the fact that
(which in fact follows from (3.13)) (3.39) reduces to
Using (3.42), one finds the following
But first one need to determine the explicit form for LQ ′ (k) which needed to be substituted in (3.45). After using (3.18), (3.28) and
This eventually leads to the following result for the energy,
As the subscripts suggest, equations (3.48), (3.49) and (3.50) refer to the bulk, boundary and Casimir energies respectively. Now, we shall evaluate each of these terms explicitly. Using
and the identity (3.26), we have the following,
which upon substitution in (3.48), yields
Adopting the renormalization procedure [22] of discarding divergent terms (Λ-independent term), keeping only the finite terms, evaluating the remaining integral by closing the contour in the lower half plane and selecting only the contribution from the pole at k = − iπ µ and using (2.4) and (3.40) in the process, we finally arrive at the result found in [22, 36] , namely
We now consider the boundary energy (3.49). Using results (3.51) (with φ →B (±) ) and (3.26), we have
Substituting (3.55) into (3.49), we obtain the boundary energy
which is evaluated using the same contour as for the bulk energy. The symbol (− ↔ +) represents the terms with A − → A + , B − → B + , s − → s + . In terms of a ± and b ± , the above becomes
which is the expression found by Ahn and Nepomechie in [19] .
Finally, we consider the Casimir energy given by (3.50). As with the NLIE, passing to coordinate space and taking the continuum limit, we obtain
(Λ−u−iǫ) at Λ → ∞ limit. Using (2.4), we have
From (3.34) and the first two definitions in (3.36) and after some manipulation, E C reduces to (Note also that we have usedĀ(u) = A(−u) and ℑmz = −ℑmz in the process.),
Invoking the identification f (θ) ≡ ln(−ā(θ)), the above becomes
which is indeed the result derived in [19] .
4 NLIE of the spin- 
XXZ/sine-Gordon with nondiagonal boundary terms
In this section, we give the main results of the paper. We derive a NLIE for an open spin-
XXZ/sine-Gordon model with the lattice boundary parameters satisfying the following,
Note that the above parameters do not obey the constraint (2.8). Moreover, we take β to be arbitrary and real. The bulk anisotropy parameter η, equals iµ, where µ = π ν , ν = 3, 5, 7, . . .. As in section 3, we will also derive the order 1 and 1/L corrections to the energy. We shall again use the spin- XXZ quantum spin chain model's T − Q equation [24] . We then consider the UV limit of the central charge for the sine-Gordon model. We also present some numerical results.
T − Q equation and NLIE
The T −Q equation of the inhomogeneous open spin- 1 2 XXZ chain with nondiagonal boundary conditions, with the boundary parameters (α ± , β ± , θ ± ) specified by (4.1) is given by [24] ,
In (4.3),
where b ± is related to β ± (that appear in spin chain Hamiltonian (2.7)) as in (2.9). Note that β − = β + = β implies b + = b − = b. This in turn yields
} represent the Bethe roots (and the zeros of Q(u)). The N + ν − 1 "shifted roots" {v 1 , . . . , v N +ν−1 } for the lowest energy state have the following structure,
where {w k , w
k } are all real and positive. w k are the sea-roots while w
k represent the extra-roots, which are not part of the sea-roots. As pointed out earlier, an interesting feature of this model is that the lowest energy state is described by pairs of "strings" of length 1. By choosing β + = β − , we find that w
k . Numerical studies indicate that for N → ∞, w
k becomes large as well. It is also worth mentioning that from numerical results for the Bethe roots, w and k = 1 , 2 , . . . ,
Next, as in section 3, we define the corresponding auxiliary functions a(u) andā(u) by
Using (4.7), the T − Q equation (4.2) becomes
As before, T (u) does not have zeros near the real axis except for one simple zero on real axis at u = 0. The Bethe Ansatz equations follow from (4.8),
Following the steps of section 3, we remove the root of T (u) at the origin by defininǧ
where µ(u) is a function whose only real root is a simple zero at the origin, with µ(0) = 0 , µ ′ (0) = 0. In terms ofŤ (u), the T − Q equation becomeš
Exploiting the analyticity of lnŤ (u) near the real axis, we have
where the contour C is again chosen as in Figure 1 .
We first carefully separate the extra-roots terms w
(1) k in Q(u) before proceeding with further computation involving Fourier transforms defined in (3.13). Introducing (4.6) in (4.3), we get
and using (3.13) and (3.26), we arrive at the following result for the Fourier transform of
Using the periodicity forQ(u), namelỹ
and the identity (3.26), the second and the fifth terms in (4.13) reduce to
As in section 3, we define
As a result, we obtain the following from (4.13),
Following definitions have again been adopted,
Next, we proceed to derive the NLIE for the lattice sine-Gordon model. Fourier transform of a(u) (see (4.7)) along C 2 yields,
(4.22)
Using (4.17) and (3.26), we obtain
(4.23)
Inserting (4.20) into (4.23) yields the following NLIE for the sine-Gordon model in Fourier space,
(4.26)
Adopting similar steps of the previous section, and using the following for C(k) (which is obtained from (4.19)),
we find,
The second term in (4.27) reduces to −2πk. Converting (4.24) to coordinate space and integrating twice, we obtain
where we recall that G(u) is the Fourier transform of G(k) (see (4.25)) 30) and P bdry (u) is given by
where R(u) refers to the Fourier transform ofR(k) given below,
The factor iπ ν−1 in (4.29) is obtained as before by considering the u → ∞ limit of (4.7) and (4.29). Next, taking the continuum limit (Λ → ∞ , N → ∞ , ∆ → 0) and defining the renormalized rapidity θ as in (3.34), (4.29) becomes 33) where definitions (3.36) have been used. By making following identification
(4.33) takes the following form,
Boundary and Casimir energies
Now we compute the boundary correction (order 1) and the Casimir correction (order 1/L) to the energy. Using (3.39)-(3.41) and (3.43) , where now
we have the following for the energy E, 37) where now one finds, LQ ′′ (k). As a result, after some algebra (4.38) becomes,
Note that the terms with extra-roots {w (1) j } cancel out eventually. Introducing (4.39) in (4.37), one has the following result for the energy,
Equations (4.41), (4.42) and (4.43) represent the bulk, boundary and Casimir energies respectively. The bulk energy E L , is computed as before (refer to section 3.2) to yield where we have used the same contour as for the bulk energy, namely by closing the contour in the lower half plane and selecting only the contribution from the pole at k = − iπ µ
. Comparing (4.46) with Al. Zamolodchikov's result [11, 12] for the energy of the continuum sine-Gordon model (single boundary),
and using λ ≡ 8π
, we conclude that
One can verify that (4.48) coincides with the result in [19] with a ± = 1 (refer to equation (3.16) of that paper) for the constraint case (see equations (2.8) and (2.10)) studied in section 3 of this paper. This suggests that the relation between the boundary parameters of the continuum model (η ± , ϑ ± ) and the lattice model (a ± , b ± ) in [19] might hold true in general. Consequently, the relation between the boundary parameters of the lattice model (α ± , β ± ) and that of the continuum action (µ ± , ϕ ± 0 ) (see (2. 3)) as given in (2.5) should also be true for the case with arbitrary β ± , hence possibly indicating that (2.5) might hold true in general as well. One notes that for ν = 3 , 5 , 7 , . . ., the boundary energy becomes
Lastly, we consider the Casimir energy (4.43). Passing to coordinate space and taking the continuum limit, we obtain
which reduces to
(u+iǫ) ln(1 +ā(u + iǫ)) (4.51) in Λ → ∞ limit (where
(Λ−u−iǫ) ) and after using (2.4). Similar manipulations of section 3.2 reduces E C to (We have used the fact thatĀ(u) = A(−u) and ℑmz = −ℑmz in the process.)
By considering the UV limit where L → 0 and utilizing the steps in [9] , we obtain the following for the Casimir energy E C ,
where the central charge c is given by
where P bdry (∞) = −π 2 + XXZ spin chain, which agree with (4.55). We emphasize that for the case considered in section 3, the central charge of the sine-Gordon model (in the UV limit, L → 0) was found to coincide with that of the XXZ spin chain. See section 3.2.1 in [19] for more details.
Numerical results
In this section, we present some numerical results and the extrapolated value for the central charge of XXZ spin chain. Such results are obtained as follows: We first numerically solve the Bethe equations (4.9) for some finite number of spins. We use the solution to calculate Casimir energy from the following
In (4.56), E is given by [24] 
Having determined the Bethe roots numerically, one uses known expressions for E bulk [38] , namely
and E boundary [24] given by
to determine E Casimir . Then using E Casimir = − π 2 sin µ 24µ N c ef f , one determines the effective central charge, c ef f for that value of N,
Since we are ultimately interested in N → ∞ limit, we employ an algorithm due to Vanden Broeck and Schwartz [33] - [34] to extrapolate these values for central charge to N → ∞ limit. The agreement between the calculated and the extrapolated values indicates that as with the constraint case studied in [19] , the central charge of the sine-Gordon model (in UV limit), coincides with that of the corresponding spin- 1 2 XXZ quantum spin chain. Furthermore, the numerical results also indicate that the extrapolated value of c ef f is independent of the boundary parameter, as expected for models with Neumann boundary condition. This implies that the results for c ef f and the conformal dimension ∆ = [20] which is the anticipated form for the conformal dimensions for spin chains with nondiagonal boundary terms. For more complete and detailed discussion on this, readers are urged to refer to [45, 20] . XXZ/sineGordon model with two boundaries. We first rederived the NLIE for the case where the lattice boundary parameters obey certain constraint, which was treated in [19, 20] . However, in contrast to the approach used there, we employed a method that utilizes the T − Q equation of the spin chain model. We next derived the NLIE for the case without such a constraint among the boundary parameters, where one of the lattice parameters is set to be completely arbitrary. The lowest energy state of this spin chain model has complex sea of Bethe roots which is rather a feature common to critical spin-1 XXZ spin chain. We also obtained the boundary energy and Casimir energy for the lowest energy state. We then presented relations between the boundary parameters of the continuum model and that of the lattice model which coincide with the ones found in [19] for the constraint case, hence suggesting that these relations might hold true in general.
Discussion
Having found the 1/L correction, we proceeded to compute the central charge of the sine-Gordon model in the UV limit. We also solved the corresponding spin- XXZ chain numerically for some finite values of N. We used the solutions to compute 1/N correction for these N values, then extrapolate them to the N → ∞ limit using Vanden Broeck and Schwartz algorithm. The extrapolated value of the effective central charge, c ef f is found to be in agreement with that of the sine-Gordon model in UV limit.
In addition, the numerical results also indicate that c ef f is independent of the boundary parameters, as expected for models with Neumann boundary condition. The result for the conformal dimension ∆, turns out to be similar to that of the XXZ spin chain models with diagonal boundary terms rather than the nondiagonal ones, to which the model studied here belongs to. Such a feature however had been encountered before in literature [42] . There it was pointed out that such a behaviour can be possibly attributed to spectral equivalences between diagonal-nondiagonal open XXZ spin chains [39] - [41] .
There are other problems that one can explore and address further. For example, one could investigate the open spin-1 XXZ chain with general integrable boundary conditions in a similar manner, along the line of [31] , since solutions for such a model are already available [43, 44] . It will also be interesting to study boundary excitations for these cases. We look forward to address these issues in near future.
